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Abstract
The design of emergency medicine trials can raise several ethical concerns – risks may be greater, and randomisation may have to occur before

consent. Research in emergency medicine is thus an illuminating context to explore the interplay between risk and randomisation, and the conse-

quences for consent. Using a currently running trial, we describe possible concerns, considerations, and solutions to reconcile the conflicting inter-

ests of scientific inquiry, ethical principles, and clinical reality in emergency medicine research.

Keywords: Extracorporeal cardiopulmonary resuscitation, Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, Refractory cardiac arrest, Informed consent,

Ethical issues
Introduction

As in all fields of medicine, the need for high-quality evidence in

emergency medicine is of great importance. However, the circum-

stances in which to perform clinical research may prove to be more

difficult: the risks may be greater, and randomisation may be neces-

sary before consent. So while the same fundamental ethical princi-

ples apply,1 they may collide with clinical reality, making it

challenging to design an ethically sound study. In the present paper,

we elaborate on the conflicting interests of scientific inquiry, ethical

principles and clinical reality.
As an anchor, we use the INCEPTION trial, which has recently

finished recruiting and was performed by the authors.2 This multicen-

tre, randomised controlled trial (RCT) studies the effectiveness of

extracorporeal life support (ECLS) in patients with refractory cardiac

arrest, a procedure also known as extracorporeal cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (ECPR). The design of this study led the authors to this

qualitative study into the methodological, ethical and legal consider-

ations that can be faced when pursuing Level-I evidence in emer-

gency medicine. This process yielded some valuable insights that

may be useful for all who are designing randomised trials in this field.

We describe the three main dilemmas concerning risk, randomisa-
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tion and consent, discuss the considerations and solutions as well as

share the experience of fellow principal investigators.

The INCEPTION trial and ethical issues

INCEPTION trial design

The INCEPTION trial aims to randomise 110 patients with refractory

out-of-hospital cardiac arrest to either continued cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (CPR), which is the current gold standard, or extracor-

poreal cardiopulmonary resuscitation (ECPR).2 ECPR is the rapid

implementation of a heart–lung machine during cardiac arrest to tem-

porarily take over the circulation as a bridge to diagnosis, treatment,

and post-resuscitation support. Systematic reviews and meta-

analyses of observational and retrospective studies on ECPR sug-

gest a survival benefit.3–6 The INCEPTION trial aims to determine

the benefit of ECPR in patients with refractory OHCA, defined as

an arrest longer than 15 minutes, presenting with a shockable

rhythm. The primary outcome is neurological survival at 30 days.

Risk

Patients eligible for INCEPTION have a very high risk of dying with a

survival of less than 8%, which ECPR may increase up to 30% with

good neurological outcome.7–16 Nevertheless, ECPR is not a

“nothing-to-lose” solution. The intervention carries the potential for

severe complications, including ECLS related neurological events,

bleeding, infection, and cannulation-related vascular complica-

tions.17,18 Furthermore, it could lead to a bridge-to-nowhere situa-

tion: a stable patient on ECLS who is ineligible for transplant or

permanent assist device. It could also be an extra emotional burden

for relatives, providing false hopes or futile intervention. While it does

provide time to bid farewell, temporarily averting death burdens the

family with several days of continued uncertainty and, in some

instances, by having to ‘turn off’ the life support.19 Can such a

high-risk study intervention be justified in a clinical trial?

Randomisation

A prerequisite for randomised research is clinical equipoise. But even

if this is established, what is the influence of mortality on the adher-

ence to randomisation? Despite a strong recommendation by the

European Resuscitation Council to improve the quality of the evi-

dence ECPR is increasingly used as a therapy for “back-against-th

e-wall” situations. When an intervention becomes a more standard

practice, randomisation becomes increasingly difficult for the physi-

cian at the bedside. It risks cross-over to the arm with the more

aggressive intervention, which reintroduces bias into the trial.

Consent

All patients in refractory cardiac arrest need treatment without any

delay. In most cases, relatives are absent until after the start of treat-

ment. This renders obtaining informed consent prior to inclusion

nearly impossible. Even if present, they would have to decide imme-

diately. One can speculate whether a decision made under such

pressure and in a distressed state counts as truly ‘informed’ consent.

Furthermore, in a situation where every minute counts, waiting for

consent is harmful to the patient.

Despite adequate treatment, most patients die in the first hours

after entering hospital. Do we ask informed consent of the relatives

just after the news that their relative has passed? Do they have

the right to sign for the use of data since their status as ‘active rep-
resentative’ has expired? A large part of the trial consists of data

from these patients and it is thus vital for the internal validity.

Considerations

Risk

‘Can a high-risk study intervention, particularly without informed con-

sent, be justified in a clinical trial?’

Risk is the combination of the probability and magnitude of future

harm. The Belmont Report states that: “The requirement that

research be justified on the basis of a favourable risk/benefit assess-

ment bears a close relation to the principle of beneficence, just as the

moral requirement that informed consent be obtained is derived pri-

marily from the principle of respect for persons.”20 While all studies

applying for Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval conduct a risk/

benefit assessment, no consensus exists on the best classification

for risk in research. In general, two or three classifications are used,

ranging from minimal to high risk. Each classification triggers differ-

ent requirements from an IRB and monitor.

The classification is based on the study intervention’s added risk

instead of the disease or standard treatment. All existing knowledge

of the study intervention should be taken into account. For example,

a new indication for a drug that has been in use for decades has a

lower risk than a new drug with the same indication since the

dosages, and side effects of the former are well-known.

Although mortality does not contribute to the classification, a

direct relationship exists between the risk of a disease and the risk

that is acceptable in therapeutic research. If the suspected benefits

outweigh the potential disadvantages, it is more acceptable to

impose risk on subjects entering a clinical trial. The acceptable risk

directly relates to the anticipated benefit.

Since the beginning of the pandemic in 2020, physicians need to

consider the risk to self and to the team, as well as the patient’s risk.

Emergency patients might be contaminated with SARS-CoV-2, and

performing ECPR puts a larger team at risk for transmission. Offering

ECPR might be too great a risk during certain periods.

Randomisation

‘Is it ethical to randomise to a control arm in a population with extre-

mely high mortality? Is there an increased risk of cross-over?’

On the other hand, the high mortality is an argument to question

whether these patients should be randomised at all. Many patients

are declared dead shortly after arrival to the hospital, and one might

wonder if being in the control group harms patients.

New treatments are often enthusiastically embraced after some

positive initial publications, despite the lack of proper evidence. Dis-

proving this easily established faith in an intervention that ultimately

turns out to be ineffective may take years and several high-quality

randomised controlled trials.21,22 And the “no harm, no foul”-

argument does not apply, as ECPR carries several risks and bur-

dens. Moreover, a well-functioning ECPR program requires a sub-

stantial investment from institutions. Not randomising carries the

risk that an ineffective, complex and expensive treatment is widely

implemented based upon weak evidence.

The European Resuscitation Council guidelines underlined the

pressing need to improve the evidence regarding ECPR.23 The best -

known grading system is developed by the Oxford Centre of Evi-

dence Based Medicine (OCEBM).24 This system objectively grades

evidence with an increasing level inverse to the chance of bias of
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a given type of research. Level-I is reserved for systematic reviews of

high-quality RCTs, producing comparable groups and eliminating

selection bias. Furthermore, RCTs follow a predetermined protocol

with monitoring of adherence, have better long-term follow-up and

clinical endpoint data than retrospective studies. A notable exception

in the OCEBM grading system is the so-called “all-or-nothing” study

when case series of a novel treatment consistently show a positive or

negative outcome in all included patients. Such is considered to be

Level-I evidence in the latest revision by the OCEBM. However, care

must be taken not to abuse this regulation to defend “no-gain, no-

loss” treatments.

Randomisation relies on the attending physician. Withholding a

potentially life-saving (or temporarily life-extending) treatment to a

succumbing patient may feel frustrating or unethical to a physician.

Even despite lacking evidence for the procedure. In studies where

the main outcome is hidden (e.g., myocardial damage on an MRI),

both arms do not yield a direct and visible clinical outcome. This

sharply contrasts with INCEPTION, where at least 70 to 90% of

patients die during resuscitation, and that outcome is irreversible.

The physician’s urge to intervene in an individual patient is under-

standable and could invoke cross-over to the arm with the more

aggressive intervention.

This is a slippery slope; switching a patient from control to inter-

vention seems to put patient interest above randomisation. How-

ever, it does remove some of the lustres from the gold standard

of randomisation. Randomisation eliminates selection bias; it main-

tains objectivity to generate the best evidence. But if it is modified

based on clinical judgment, are the results of a randomised con-

trolled trial better than those of a retrospective study? This is the

paradox of randomisation, evidence, and risk: randomisation

removes bias but can increase individual risk, and when protocols

permit re-assignment of participants to different arms, it reintroduces

bias.

However, the clinical reality is that preparation for ECPR takes

time, and the protocol for ECPR gives a team time to organize the

effort before arrival of the patient. Since every minute counts in a

resuscitation, one can argue that a cross-over is not a “true” per pro-

tocol cross-over. The delay in start of ECPR in case of cross-over

blunts the potential survival benefit.

Consent

‘How should the informed consent procedure be handled when the

majority of patients die shortly after arrival at the hospital?’

Informed consent is the ethical cornerstone of medical research

in humans: investigators must obtain informed consent prior to sub-

jecting a patient to study interventions. In emergency medicine, how-

ever, the very nature of the condition and situation may negate the

ability to make a well-informed, autonomous decision. This means

that the mechanisms of the consent process need to be modified,

to preserve the integrity of this contract between researcher and

study patient.

Deferred consent

The INCEPTION trial uses both deferred and a waiver of consent. If

the patient survives, deferred consent to participation is sought, first

from the relatives and when possible from the patient itself. This is

a widely accepted form of informed consent in emergency

medicine.

The term ‘deferred consent’ can, strictly speaking, be misrepre-

sentative when the patient already underwent the intervention or
control treatment of the trial. Instead, the patient is informed about

his or her participation in the treatment phase of the trial. They can

then decide to consent to the use of their data and whether to partic-

ipate in follow-up. In essence, deferred consent to the intervention is

impossible; it is only deferred in the sense that the consent question

for data use follows at a later stage. The patient needs to be aware

that the choice before him or her only concerns the use of data and

participation in follow-up. When a patient survives with good health,

this is a relatively simple decision. But when, for example, left with a

seriously disabling complication, it might be a burden knowing they

were unknowingly a trial participant.

Waiver of consent

As abovementioned, most patients die quickly after hospital admis-

sion. In these cases, how can we do justice to the informed consent

procedure? The gathered data is invaluable; it represents the ‘worst’

part of the population and is therefore essential for the internal valid-

ity of the study. Removing the data introduces selection bias, which

not only affects the study results – possibly harming future patients –,

but also undervalues the contribution made by the other participating

patients.25 So, should proxy consent be asked from grieving rela-

tives? Confronting grieving relatives can be seen as harm or burden.

Adopting policies that prevent seeking deferred consent from griev-

ing relatives seems morally more correct. One option would be to

extend the time to seek consent, but this brings new practical prob-

lems: do we inform directly but ask consent later? What if relatives do

not want to come back into the hospital? Can this be done over the

phone? Or should we simply inform the relatives of the

participation?26

But putting ethical and practical issues aside, there is the added

question of the right of the relatives to give informed consent. During

life, while the patient is incapacitated, the family members are the

legal representatives. But are they still after death? Their only con-

cern can be the privacy of the patient, but careful handling and con-

fidential use of data do not harm these interests. In the age of well-

regulated research governed by IRB’s, monitoring by an independent

Clinical Research Associate, and regular evaluation of patient safety

by a Data Safety Monitoring Board, it is not entirely clear that consent

is always required. Because of these safeguards, there is very little

risk of abuse, additional costs, or unnecessary risk – and consent

may not be required. Faden and colleagues suggest that informing

the patient community that comparative effectiveness research is

routinely conducted is the most that can be done in terms of consent

in many such cases27 – and maybe the same applies to emergency

medicine research?

In the INCEPTION trial, relatives are informed of trial participation

post resuscitation; they receive an information letter containing con-

tact details and the offer to consult with the attending physician and a

research team member for any lingering questions. This decision is

underpinned by Dutch legislation that states that proxies’ legal repre-

sentation ends after death; thus, proxy consent can only be pursued

for living patients. To qualify for a waiver of consent, three conditions

need to be met:

1. Patients should receive the standard treatment or a new treat-

ment with a possible benefit.

2. The gathered data can be used to improve the health of the

population.

3. During life, patients have not explicitly stated their objection

against participation.
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When relatives turn out to be adamantly opposed to the study

after explanation, it is seen as an expression of the patient’s objec-

tion, and the data is withdrawn from the analysis.

Experiences of other trials

Concurrent with the INCEPTION trial, five other randomised con-

trolled trials on ECPR have been recruiting patients, summarized

in Table 1. We contacted the principal investigators (PI’s) to learn

from their research experience in this setting.

IRB approval process

The PI’s reported various discussions with the Institutional Review

Board. The three main topics were: difficulty getting approval for a

study without consent, lengthy approval process to get a waiver of

consent, and difficulty using CCPR as a control.

In Prague, the IRB did not have much prior experience with ran-

domisation before consent.28 Only with the TTM trial, which ran-

domised at the hospital with two physicians’ consent.29 The main

point of discussion for the current study was that randomisation was

even earlier – on the street by the EMS. The approval process took

two years and eventually was approved based on the latest revision

of the declaration of Helsinki that research is allowed if the patient is

unconscious; providing that the trial concerns the condition preventing

the person from consenting, the treatment is at least equal to the stan-

dard one, and proxy consent is obtained as soon as possible. The IRB

in Vienna approved the intervention, but they did state concerns

regarding the recruitment frequency. This turned out to be valid as

they have had recruitment problems and are currently on hold.

In Ann Arbor and Minneapolis,30,31 the IRB had experience with

the Exception From Informed Consent (EFIC). However, under the

FDA and local IRB regulations, approval for EFIC is a lengthy pro-

cess of community consultation and public disclosure of the study.

Community consultation entails face-to-face meetings, focus groups,

and presence at events in the municipality. An added value of these

meetings was the opportunity to discuss cardiac arrest with the pub-

lic. Once a majority of the consulted public has agreed a trial should

ensue, the IRB can approve, and the trial is advertised in social

media advertisements and flyers. If, after public disclosure, members

of the public do not want to participate, they have the option to

prospectively opt-out by wearing a bracelet or adding “EROCA or

ARREST study declined” to their File of Life card. A card commonly

used in the USA, often placed in the wallet or on the refrigerator,

holding emergency contacts and advanced health care directives.

Both were available via the trial website but are rarely requested.

Some of the research groups have been performing and publish-

ing on ECPR for several years. Having seen positive results from

past trials has made it difficult for some to establish equipoise. While

the intervention has not proven superior in international literature, the

local results can make the control arm seem unethical. The current

trial in Paris compares in-hospital with pre-hospital ECPR, which

brings the intervention to the patient on the street. Changing the

location to shorten delays was quickly approved. However, while

designing the trial, they intended to include three arms: pre-

hospital, in-hospital, and conventional. Because of their published

previous success with ECPR, the IRB judged it unethical to have a

control arm. Minneapolis has been performing and fine-tuning their

ECPR process for years and with a high survival - but not in a

randomised setting. They designed an adaptive trial in which the ran-
domisation could be altered to a different ratio, not exceeding 3:1, in

either direction. After each DSMB meeting, the randomisation could

be adjusted; this method assured that a larger group of patients

could benefit from the superior treatment than standard randomisa-

tion. However, this did not turn out to be necessary; the trial was ter-

minated early by the DSMB since, after 30 patients, the

interventional arm had proven to be superior.

Cross-over

Outside of the research team, colleagues often have a preference for

one arm over the other. When the investigators are not present, this

can lead to cross-overs. Most centres describe that there is an evi-

dent preference for the intervention arm. Prague and Vienna allow

for cross-over if the clinician decides this favours the patient; this

occurred in 17 cases in Prague. The switch from control to interven-

tion is usually based on age and is often initiated by the EMS, which

prefer the invasive arm. Their protocol also allows the physician not

to continue to ECPR when there are signs of death or irreversible

organ damage. In Paris, the EMS appear to have a preference for

pre-hospital ECPR over in-hospital. However, cross-over is impossi-

ble since it would entail changing the entire location. The preference

is based on the assumption that the shorter delay is the reason for

better results. However, the pre-hospital protocol is possibly also bet-

ter developed than the in-hospital logistics, by necessity, since all

equipment needs to be present and easily accessible. In Ann Arbor,

the option of ECPR was open for all patients, but the patients in the

expedited transport arm were transported earlier to see if this would

result in more ECPR candidates. Minneapolis sidestepped the issue

of cross-over by having an investigator present at all randomisations.

Consent

Three RCTs – Prague, Vienna and Ann Arbor – continue on-site

resuscitation for the control arm. In Prague and Vienna, when the

patient dies on scene, consent is waived, and since there is no con-

tact with the family, they are not informed. In Ann Arbor and Min-

neapolis, family members receive a letter of notification. When a

patient in the interventional arm dies in the hospital, Prague will

always ask for proxy consent from the family, leading to 7 exclusions

out of 247 patients. In Paris, the family is informed of study participa-

tion but not asked for consent. In Ann Arbor and Minneapolis, pass-

ing before consent falls under the EFIC guidelines, and data can be

used. The family member can no longer consent as the participation

ends at the death. Vienna does not ask for informed consent from the

family but will inform them openly about the study.

After ICU admission, Prague, Minneapolis, Ann Arbor, and Paris

asked the relatives for informed consent for the use of data and con-

tinued study participation. In Minneapolis, this has to be done within

24 hours and face-to-face. If a family member withdraws consent,

the gathered data thus far can still be used. In Vienna, during this

time, the family is informed but not asked for consent. In all centres,

patients are asked for consent when they regain consciousness.

Conclusions and recommendations

When considering risk in research, two types of risk are important:

the added risk of the trial intervention and the baseline risk of the dis-

ease. The first should always be as low as possible, but the higher

the disease’s baseline risk, the more acceptable it becomes to study

a high-risk treatment.



Table 1 – Overview of currently recruiting ECPR trials.

Hyperinvasive

Approach in Cardiac Arrest

ARREST EROCA ECPB4OHCA APACAR2 INCEPTION

Prague, Czech Republic Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States Ann Arbor, Michigan,

United States

Vienna, Austria Paris, France The Netherlands

Study

Recruitment status (n)# 250/250 completed 30/30 completed early 15/30 completed early 4/40 terminated early 68/210

terminated early

134/134 completed

NCT 01511666 03880565 03065647 01605409 02527031 03101787

Treatment

Intervention Hyperinvasive arm In-hospital ECPR Expedited transport with

mechanical CPR for in-

hospital ECPR

In-hospital ECPR Pre-hospital

vs. in-hospital ECPR

In-hospital ECPR

Control On-site ACLS Transport to hospital for ACLS On-site ACLS On-site ACLS Not allowed Transport to hospital for

ACLS

Cross-over allowed Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

Consent

Proxy deferred consent Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Waiver of consent No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

#as per February 2021; ACLS: Advanced Cardiac Life Support, CPR: Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, ECPR: Extracorporeal Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, EROCA: ECPR for Refractory Out-Of-Hospital Cardiac

Arrest; ECPB4OHCA: Emergency Cardiopulmonary Bypass for Cardiac Arrest, APACAR2: A Comparative Study Between a Pre-hospital and an In-hospital Circulatory Support Strategy (ECMO) in Refractory Cardiac

Arrest, INCEPTION: Early Initiation of Extracorporeal Life Support in Refractory OHCA; NCT: ClinicalTrials.gov registry.
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The first step towards randomisation should always be the

establishment of equipoise, based on existing literature and guide-

line recommendations. Yet even with established equipoise ran-

domisation, it might be morally difficult for an attending physician

to randomise, which underlines the importance of performing a trial

before widespread implementation of a treatment. If the risk of

cross-over is considered to be high, one should always consider

whether randomisation is really better than retrospective studies.

Yet, in some interventions, for example the MR CLEAN trial and

COACT trial,32,33 time plays such an important role that cross-

over is not comparable to the original intervention. In these complex

cases, a close eye should be kept on the current status of evi-

dence. If there is a preponderance of evidence that a new interven-

tion is efficacious, equipoise may be lost, and randomisation to the

control arm could be unethical.

It is justified to include patients as participants without consent

where they lack capacity and seeking it would be impractical or

even harmful. Surviving patients must then be informed to decide

whether they allow their data to be used for research and

whether they are willing to participate in follow-up. They should

not be asked for consent for the intervention retroactively because

that would be meaningless, and the same applies to their

relatives.

Ethical approval and consent to participate

Not applicable.

Consent for publication

All authors have approved the manuscript and agree with its submis-

sion to Resuscitation.

Availability of supporting data
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